
Your guide to the 
Drawdown Fund 
The Drawdown Fund is a self-select fund which invests in 3 of the other self-select funds. 
It is designed to provide a range of funds which are suitable to transfer to a drawdown  
vehicle at retirement.

Why choose the Drawdown Fund?
With the new flexibilities introduced from April 2015 it is no longer necessary to buy an annuity at retirement.  
An alternative option is to transfer your Top-Up account to a drawdown vehicle at retirement to take advantage 
of this option. If you think you will take this option at retirement this fund may be suitable for you.

This Fund does not include an allocation to cash so if you intend to take part of your Top-Up account as cash  
at retirement you may decide to invest up to 25% of your fund in the Cash Fund and the remaining 75% in the 
Drawdown Fund.

The Drawdown Fund set up
The Trustee Directors have offered this Fund as a suitable range of underlying funds to invest in if you intend to  
transfer your Top-Up account to a drawdown vehicle at retirement. The Fund uses a balanced approach to different 
asset classes including growth funds. The Fund is made up of other self-select funds and invests in these in the  
following proportions:

• 50%  Howden Joinery Diversified Growth Fund (DGF).

• 30%  50:50 Global Equity Fund.

• 20% Index Linked Gilt Fund. 

These funds are provided by Aegon and Schroders through the BlackRock platform. You can find more details about these 
funds on the fact sheet for each fund at www.howdenjoinerypensions.co.uk

The Drawdown Fund does not include an allocation to cash. It can be used with the Cash Fund if you think you 
will take part of your Top-Up account as a cash lump sum at retirement.

When to select the Drawdown Fund
The Drawdown Fund is expected to provide a lower return than some of the other high / high to medium return funds.  
It is most suitable for those close to retirement expecting to transfer to a drawdown vehicle at retirement. If you transfer 
your Top-Up account at retirement to use an income drawdown vehicle your money stays invested and you take an  
income from your savings. 

Remember: with this option, you’ll be responsible for managing your savings into retirement. If you spend too 
much during the early years or your investments don’t perform well, you could run out of money.

Reviewing your choices
Whichever option you choose, you should remember to review your choice regularly. Your attitude to risk may 
change as your working life progresses, or your retirement plans may change.

If you are unsure about any aspect of your investment choices, you may want to consider taking independent 
financial advice. To find an adviser local to you, go to www.unbiased.co.uk
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